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as the governor was in has Vegas,
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P. Ervfen were away on the Find
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Washington,
Andrews of Xew Mexico, wants the
Special to the New .M.xican.
secretary of the treasury to linance
Washington. D. ('.. April
an army of invasion into Texas, not
11.
Chairman Flood will call
or.
against the Mexican war clouds, but
committee
the House
to prevent assault upon Arizona and iV territories for a meeting on
New Mexico by an army of gramma
Thursday upon the request of
grass caterpillars. The territorial v Judge A. II. Fall, who lias pre- t n :
in
l.oo
.l,0r.
LI,t,
nao ivtrnHnc,l
iiinuunve u
untftiuc
pared an amendment to the
a bill providing that the secretary of
Arizona House Joint Kesolu- the treasury furnish f 2;.nnu and the
tion trying to prevent the op- secretary of agriculture set out thereof
Senator Bailey
position
mmcm.
iu
and his 21 Democratic follow- that threaten not only Texas but. have
ers in the Senate.
their scouting parties already in Colo- Hundreds of members in
An-ew
j
Mexico
and
rado, Oklahoma,
with the
the
House, many
zona.
longest service, wet" given
appoint- only one committee
LORIMER INVESTIGATING
ment. including the 'Father
COMMITTEE HAS NAMES.
v of the House" Bimham of
Pennsylvania with 31 years of
Three Prominent Businessmen Who
service.
Very few were givWere Referred to as "We
Anen three committees.
by Funk.
drews was given the same
as last
session.
V committees
.Accord-Springfield, II!., April
and
ing to a story in circulation here to-- V Territories, Agriculture
public lands.
day the Senate committee investigat- ing the Lorimer election, is in pos-- : N George Curry is making freDesession of the names of the persons
quent, visits to the War
referred to as "WE" in the alleged
partment and is in lung conS.
conversation
between
Clarence
ferences with General Ed
liu- Funk and Edward nines at the Union
wards in charge of tinLeague Club in Chicago. Ono person
reau of Insular affair.-- .
's saiu to ue tne manager ot a large
Copies of Judge John H.
State street, Chicago, department X
Knaebei's "The Predicament
store. The other is said to be Presi- X of New .Mexico and Arizona."
dent of a Chicago bank. One of them X were received here today and
is said to be out of the country.
X are creating much interest.
X The plan suggested by him for
JUDICIAL PRIMARY
admission
the
proclaiming
ELECTION AT CHICAGO. X
of
the
territories,
Chicago, April 11. There was no X attention at
tonight's Demo- grain market today, on account of the
conference ami meeting
X
cratic
judicial primary election.
on
X of the House Committee
Territories on Thursday.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
"Experience also has
demonstrated that This 'supervision'
should stop at 'control' and 'regulation' and not 'manag.V 'operate' nor

i

We Have

Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

THE

DAILY

BOW

UP.

be

Only

'The

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
WE

Telephone

No. 40.

ALL

CASH

i

Oft there comes a gentle whisper o'er
me stealing,
When my trials and my burdens
seem too great,
bells of evening
Like the
softly pealing,
It is saying to my spirit, Only wait.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

Wait.

ripe fruit is dropjied at last
without violence, but the lightning fell
and the storm raged, and strata were'
deposited and uptorn and bent back,!
to
and Chaos moved from beneath,
create and flavor the fruit on your
table today." Burbank.

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

PURCHASES

sweet-voice-

Louis Napoleon

cannot
understand
my
Father's leading.
And it seems to be but hard and
cruel fate,
Still I hear that gentle whisper ever
pleading,
God is working; God is faithful;
only wait.

When

Groceries and Delacatessen
FRESH CAKES

FRESH PIES

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

EVERY DAY

I

the promise seeni3 to linger
long delaying,
it
And I tremble lest, perhaps,
comes too late,
Still I hear that sweet-voiceangel
ever saying,
Though it tarry, it is coming, only
wait.

When

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
When I see the wicked prosper in
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
their sinning.
And the righteous pressed by many a
ANY BOY
cruel strait,
I remember this is only the beginCAN RUN
ning,
THIS
And I whisper to my spirit, Only
ENGINE.
wait.

i

We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care Oh, how little soon will
hardest sorro
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
work. For sale by

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

Santa Fe,

seem our

And how trifling is our present
brief estate,
Could we see it in the light of
heaven's tomorrow,
Oh, how easy it would be for us to
wait.

lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.

N. Al.

have chosen my eternal
portnon
yonder,
I am pressing hard to reach the
heavenly gate,
And though oft along the path I weep
and wonder,
Still I hear that angel whi; per, only
wait.

I

Wholesale
&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Jareke.

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Distillery in Trouble The distillery is again in trouble having had attachments ran on its products by several parties who furnished it fruit
last fall, and for which its managealment have failed to liquidate
though repeatedly requested to do so.
Evidently its days are few, but full
of trouble. The attachments at the
distillery have revealed what a few
of us were satisfied about before, and
that is that a systematic plan of bootlegging is being carried on from there
both in violation of the territorial law
a ndthe town ordinances.
Farming- ton Times Hustler.
Taos County Juries Judge John
I!. McFie ha3 appointed Jose Montaner, B. G. Randall and Gcrson Gus- dorf as jury commissioners for Taos
county, for this year, and they selected the men from whom the grand and
The
petit juries have been chosen.
jurors wi'l l e chosen by the usual
dnu'lra t Santa Fe, and those who
are to serve will soon be known.
There is some very important work
ahead for the grand jury, as cases of
much interest and significance are to
come before that. body. Last years
grand jury did exceptional work, and
Fred McCabe, who was foreman,
proved himself to be a very painstaking and capable official. Taos Valley
News.

Sole Agents For
FOOD.

INTERNATIONAL STOCK
ALFALFA SEED
All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

S45

LEO HERSCH

S5SS45

E3J3B9BEB3SEID

-

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material

:

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS K DELGADO, Mgr.

CAPITAL'S

RIDE IN THE M OON

30 H. P.
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLENE AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.
i

f Zook's Phai
Phone 213

n
dictate what the management of
should be be wind the requirements of the greatest efficiency and
economy,'' said Mr. Vail. This statement by President Vail referred particularly to the class Known as "public
service corporations.''
.Mr. Reynolds
said: "There is no
doubt about the fact that capital has
nit always been handled conservatively and economically in the past. This
must be remedied. The bank of which
I am
president has under its control
a quarter of a billion dollars, and fivel
times a year must t the public know
through its published statements just
what it is doing. In addition to these
examinations by federal bank examiners there is an examination by the
Chicago Clearing House and a voluntary public statement by the bank itself.
Publicity the Safeguard
"Supervision of the public utility
corporations would mean publicity.
Publicity necessarily insures greater
conservatism.
I am convinced that
reasonable national supervision is not
far off; these state-widdiscussions,
laws and theories which are interest
ing every thinking American today
are a natural development in our financial history.
Sentiment is slowly
and surely forming along that line;
those of us who have studied the problem know that public utility corporations will be supervised by the government eventually.
"The fine dividing line between supervision and control is where the
best thinkers will have to get together. It would not seem right for the
federal authorities to say to the railroads just what they can do year in
and year out; that would be taking
away from the railroads the very power which has made them the greatest
developers of America. If railroads
in the past had been retarded through
too stringent legislation in entering
territory which was supposedly barren, great sections of the west would
not have been opened and the stocks
of those roads would not be paying
dividends. A board of supervision, a
state body, whatever plan apoted
could not possibly
absorb all the
data, figures, plans and estimates of
which every new railway project ne
cessitates the mastering. There is a
wide difference between supervision
md control, but this big feature of
the problem will be whipped out and
solved in time.
"We Americans are pretty thorough
in our method of adjusting economic
conditions; our only trouble is that
we are likely to go off
We sometimes fail to discriminate.
"The getting rid of what is bad in
Wall street will be accomplished by
intelligent supervision, but in the
discussion of corporations we should
not condemn the good with the bad.
"The dovetailing of the state laws
and the method of national supervision into one harmonious, intelligent
whole, is sure to come. The only
question now before us is the proper
education of the American public to
the real needs of the situation. Hysteria and soap-booratory must be

MARCH
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There is not an ounce of rosin in Sunny Monday Laundry Soap. Rosin is used in
all other laundry soaps because it is cheaper than the
fats and oils used in Sunny

White Goods For Spring
Our beautiful lines for Spring repre
sent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

Monday. Sunny Monday costs more
to manufacture than any other laundry
soap of which we know. It is kind to
clothes will not shrink flannels or
woolens, or turn clothes yellow.
Sunny Monday is just as pure as
its whiteness indicates ; it is the safest
and most economical laundry soap

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook

you can use.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
CHICAGO

found it necessary to leave their
newly acquired homesteads.
However, there is a considerable
for
number who
are remaining
another season, and the present prospects are that the coming season will
prove a successful one.
The last two months have witnessed
A large number of
fail.
a considerable amount of precipitation
over practically all of New Mexico.

Eastern, central and northern secf
tions received from one and
inches to three inches during the
Snowfall
month of February alone.
was quite abundant in the higher elevations, so that with the coming of
spring there is a considerable amount
one-hal-

j
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A

FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P.O.

MT'I

HOUSE

Box 219

CITY

Phone 39

were .we a

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

A Reminder

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

o

We Have Built Up

DRY GOODS

Need

g

COLD IN ONE DAY
Tilse 1,AX.TIV K
!'' Quinine Tili'p
DriUKlstMcfuml nuiiiey If It nils t cm e K
W. U .1) V S iu' i itut-on o:i.'h box 2

Batiste

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

1

A

Flaxon

Dimity

two

TO CURc

Long Cloth
Voile

Prospects for the irrigators in the
territory are much brighter on account of the considerable snowfall in
the mountains.
The greater amount
water used for irrigation from the
rivers comes from the mountains.
Whenever the snowfall is light, there
is a likelihood of shortage of water
during the following season.
With the present improved outlook,
the
should begin at once
to care for the moisture now in the
ground. With a reasonable amount of
rainfall during the coming months,
the farmers should overcome to a
considerable extent the losses of the
past seasons.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-- '
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-- ;
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
P X CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

Persian Lawns

Poplin

of moisture.

PROSPECTS
IN NEW MEXICO.
The last
or three seasons have
to the
shown considerable hardship
sections of the territory
on account of the lack of normal rain-whhad not practiced the best methods of conserving moisture have left
the territory, and many others who
methdid practice the moisture-savinods have been compelled to leave because in many localities there has
been scarcely any moisture.
It is
reported from some sections that, from
GO to 75
per cent of tli- - settlers have

Bros. Co.

dipan

supplanted by intelligent reasoning;
when this is accomplished, all the
be
petty details of difference will
swept away and the big utility corporations will be properly and con- pation.
servatively supervised and the day ot
publicity in big corporations will be
at hand."
You Don't

RATON .
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

13

'SSatISb, f7 DeiSt!
Telephone

that
that
Eut
just

our Tailoring is perfect because
fact is well known all over town.
we may remind you that we have
received a fine line of Spring
Suitings and Overcoatings and that
new is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order. We
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
you will be satisfied with the charge,
too.
101

SAFEGUARD IS
FEDERAL REGULATION

George M. Reynolds, President of
Biggest Bank. Outspoken in
Favor of Publicity.
Chicago, April II. George M. Reynolds, president of the Continental
and Commercial National bank, declares that public regulation of public
service conwrations has come to
stay. Mr. Reynolds regards governmental supervision as inevitable and
Conservatism
would be
necessary.
fostered, he said, by the publicity
necessarily attending supervision of
railroads and public utility corporations.
Mr. Reynolds' views regarding rail
road and industrial corporations went
farther into the problem of corporation control than did President Theodore N. Vail, of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company in his
declaration recently that public control of public utilities has come and

$1,500

Established 1856.

ope-t.itio-

2r

Sweet Peas Seeds

TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 1911.

come to stay.

WASH THOSE PIMPLES OFF.
that mild, soothing
wash, that recognized rttwdy for
and all skin troubles. First drops
t;:k? away that awful burn n K itch,
the skin wash away ovt-r;!iij!f every impurity. Nothing like
I) I). I). for the complexion.
trial bottle today, worth
(let a
ten times its cost to have a bottle in
the house. At any rate, drop into our
store to talk over the merits of this
wonder fi'l pr script ion.
Capital Pharmacy.
T'so I). D. I).,

THE LITTLE STORE

21

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in
theEspanqja Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain

AIP
JiLE

FOR

'EB.roved

a7f Ranci.es;

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington Ave

Julius Muralter R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avtnua.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

Prom
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have
very
modern facility for furnishing
the
very best rough or dressed

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
of every description. "We are thui the north bound train and arrive at
enabled to make the very best prices Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
for Lumber
of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
contracts.
Eu-eiTlilngr denats 2wla.r JPa.m
Kn.grex Goxaafoxtaible,

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

WINDS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

minHA

niuuc

A

y

CHAS. CLOSSON

rfa!i

jssl

Don Caspar Ave.

$5.00

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zooks Pharmacy
Phone 213

I
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RESULTS.

'VAPPY

ITALIAN

BANKS

No wonder scores of Santa Fe cltl-- i
zens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public state-are butj
merits like the following
truthful representations ol the daily
work Snjin in Santa Fe by Doan's
There Are Three of Them,
Kidney Pills.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson. St.,
Rome,
Naples and
Stant Fe, N. !.. says: "Two and a
at Palermo
half years ago I gave a statement for
publication in regard to my experience witii Doan's Kidney Pills. ToTHEIR
OF
METHODS
day I am stronger in my praise of STUDY
this remedy than iver. I suffered
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at Recent Volume Published by the
times that I had to stop work and sit
United States Monetary
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what it was
Commission.
to be free from an ache or pain of
some kind. Soon after I began using
Washington, April 11 The history
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
and
present status of the Italian banks
aches disappeared and my back beAnnlt wHh
vnt.
ul issue ait; f11.r
came strong."
utiiy ucon
by. the Nation- published
Remember the name Doan's and
a vn,
n
take no other.
F
Carlo
of
a
translation
ume
contains
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
on the "Italian
article
Ferraris's
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United Banks of Issue," from Conrad's

at

at

v'

C

Foster-Mllbur-

ISSkt

Or

1

n

Tl

!1

h

States.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell,
daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
The
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. in.

fare between Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

Good results always follow the use
of Foley Kidney Pills. They give
prompt relief in all cases of kidney
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
by all druggists.

iPEfilAL

LAUNDRY

j

der Staatswissenschaften;
an historical and critical essay on
"The Banks of Issue in Italy," by Tito
Canoval, chief of the general secretariat of the Bank of Italy; and the
"Text of the Law Relating to the
Banks of Issue and to the Circulation
of Bank Notes in Italy."
A description of the Italian banks will be warmly welcomed by those interested in
American bankers and stubanking.
dents of finance are well informed
concerning the Government banks of
England, Germany, and France, but
they know comparatively little of
Italy's banks of issue.
At the present time there are three
banks of issue in Italy, i. e. the Bank
of Italy, the Bank of Naples, and the

Bank of Sicily.
The Bank of Italy is by far the largest of the three and acts as the financial agent of the Italian government.
bank with a capital
It is a joint-stocand surplus of $45,000,000 and circuThe difference
lation of $293,000,000.
v between banking customs in Italy and

For Best Laundry Work
hnsUor. Wvf.cMnr.Hnv

rpnD1!,l a

Returns Thursday and Friday.'.the
mct that
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shot) are only
Mrs.

F O. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red
Open Day and

Night

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
boors below F

Two

Andrews

REGULAR MEALS

SHORT ORDERS

AT

Store

lo
l.t, rV..rt
Tinted Stat
denosits and other ,iabilitie3
$43,000,000, or less than the
The present Bank of Italy
capital.
of
is the result of
consolidation
'several banks in 1S30, 1S01, and lSflS.
The Bank of Naples and the Bank
of Sicily are descendants of court
banks established in the early part of
The employthe nineteenth century.
ees were originally, government offi- cials and the business done was very
miscellaneous in character.
Neither
of the banks has any capital, although
they hold "fixed property" to the am
ounts of $12,500,000 and $2,400,000,
j

25c

respectively.

HOURS

ALL

BOARD BY THE WEEK

$5 00

French Noodle order

20c.
New York Chop Suey 50c.

W. H. KERR
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

FHONB RED

122.

both

1ST4

$S,COO,000.

The act

Phone us, wewillbeffladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
RED

By an act of

institutions were converted into banks
of issue.
At present the Bank of
Naples has a circulation of $77,200,-00and deposits and other liabilities
of $17,000,000, while similar items for
the Bank of Sicily rate $17,400,000 and

0

disb.
j

pHfNB

clirt-n--

W.

of 1874 placed the National
T?aL-- onrl
' thn Tnanon Varirtnal
ll,scan Credlt Bank' tbe Bank of

ITtanL- -

the

Sicily. the Bank of Naples, and the
uaniv 01 nome on an equality as re-These
gards privileges and duties."
banks "were organized into a union,
which had to put at the disposal of the
Government, in place of previous advarices of the National Bank,
lire .($200,000,000) in
'union notes.'
These union
1

-'

1,000,-000,00- 0

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and sciBsors keen.
My shop Is neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

ROOM

BATH

notes constituted as rredeemable paper money (forced circulation) the basis of the entire currency.
The banks were alowed to issue their
own notes," to a limited amount, "redeemable over the counter in union
on condition of keeping
notes
a
cash reserve against circulation in coin and union notes."
Both the union or state notes and the
bank notes were at forced currency
and soon depreciated. The forced circulation was discontinued in 1883.
By 1893 conditions had become very
one-thir-

T. W. ROBERT'S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

M

d

The building singuunsatisfactory.
lation in Rome, which rented mirIy
or. credit, had reached i:.s limit, the

M.
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POLITICS AfiQ POLITICIANS I

NEV TviEXiGQ
Iiank of Rome was on a v
of colo:
conditions
tin? otli r
lapse, the
banks were unfavorable,
xclumife on
Italy was at a ir.;r per n. discount,
and Italian rentes had fallen to Ts.fir,.
wish to brand same as an it,:' unns
The Animals Are Stirring.
the lowest in thirteen
All the
v yy
The political air
ipiict at the falsehood originating in the mind
banks had cmbarrasod themselves InThat's or some moral degenerate ca;aM
denting in mortgages am! making ex- present time in New .Mexico.
the fact that only of such lies.
tensive advances on property net al! due of course.
latl it
or
national. tenitoiy
I'olitieis,
Competition had led statehood was de!a
readily salable,
nifu
to an excessive issue n' paper curren- otherwise we would iitr!:t now be in county, I have no: uiscussed
cy. "The Italian system of banks," the throes of a ti r ';c political bat- - any of these gentlemen at any time
I have
never entered into political
says Ferraris, "was a furious mixture tie. Hard City New
of monopoly and plurality, which had
combines of any description ami am
what is known as a "straight tick-- :
all the disadvantages ami none of the
Wants to Be Startled.
el" man.
have no political am-- I
Cano-va- i
Somebody ventitr. - tin; wise
advantages of these systems."
of hope that hit ions and desire to attend to my
is of the same opinion.
He says: mark that there is
"The plurality of banks lias excited New Mexico may
nine a state dur-t- i own business and not to someone
I once run for office in this
oi Congress, else's.
rivalry between the institutions, and ing the special ses-- :
st.n ling about that. county anil met with hearty support
in the midst of the pr niggle
they had There's nothing
but that selfsarue
lias been shin-to- r from the people, 'specially Tularo-- j
lost, the sense of prudence and meas
the last fifty sa citizens,
for whic h I have ever
ure; instead of being the supreme re;
ing for New Mexico
i .
Won't so.'ti iiody please to since felt grateful.
Should I ever
uittluls "l 4,LHt3 i.i .:iul null una cMVuir years.
give us something n .v in the way of desire to run for an office I will he
thoy had become the fv.ctte distrilmtors of bank notes, encouraging all a sensation on the statehood quest found going direct to the people and
' not makinsr combination';
Socorro Chief, tin.
to wnrn
sorts of irregular and immoderate un- ion
either the nomination or election,
dertakings." Parliament was forced
New Mexico is Good Enough.
to pass the radical banking reform act
except through tiie channels of my
An Easterner suggests
that if the own party.
of August 10, ISO!!.
The affairs of
.T. W.
PR "HE.
the Bank of Rome were to be wound name New .Mexico v, as changed to
(Signed)
statehood March 2:i, pill.
up; the Tuscan National Hank and the Jefferson we would get
The Advertiser
Tuscan Credit Bank were consolidated
is glad that Mr.
right off the reel. What's in a name,
Prude made the statement in last
with the National Bank: and the three anyhow?
Very true, the name
reminds us of
banks of issue thus remaining were
great charac- week's issue o the Tularosa TribOur visit to Tularosa
directed to liquidate the assets of ter gone before, bu' mark this, Mr. une.
as a
their mortgage departments within Easterner, before Ioiil' the words New guest at the magnificent Connell
ten years.
The banks of Italy, Na- Mexico wil be synonymous with all home was very pleasant and doubly
that stands for a givat slate, rich so by being with Postmaster .1. M.
ples, and Sicily were given a monopoly of note issue for twenty years, with nature's gifts and second to none Hawkins, and Mr. and Mrs. James
The day was spent in
and promised an extension of ten in the union of states. Bard City V. Prude.
years if certain conditions could be News.
pleasure and politics was not allowed
to mar a single moment of our hapsatisfied.
A Correction.
There were two Democrats
piness.
For four of five years after the pasConcerning a report that the un- and two Republicans and we were
sage of the act of lv.i;; the Italian
banks of issue were embarrased' by dersigned had entered into a com- as happy as larks the entire day, and
bine of political nature with George all of us have ever been and are yet
two classes of bad debts.
First, they A.
Byus, R. S. Council and Post- the very best of friends. Otero Connheld a large number of promissory
master Hawkins of Alamogordo, I ty Advertiser.
notes of persons in financial difficulties; and, second, their mortgage or
credit foncier departments were in a
STEADY PROGRESS AT
and this branch of the camp work will
bad way because of
the severe agENGLE DAM SITE. probably be suspended this week. This
ricultural crisis in the building
trades.'' However, the extraordinary
work has been very extensively carThree Cottages Ready for Occupancy ried on
here for the past six or eight
development of industry, the increase
and Four Others Being Pur,hed
in commerce and the progress of inand while,
months,
theoretically
A
to
Modern
Completion.
dustry in Italy that started during the
speaking, Hie 'diamond pointed tool'
Hospital.
latter part of the nineties have endidn't bring the bed rock any nearer
hf enrfnee it ahmvpcl fnr fill nrn ct r;i t
abled the banks to effect the liquidaj- .
,,'
(Rincon Valley Record.)
,, ...
,,
ion of their immobilized assets and to
ai ijii i i.j 1,1 (lie ,,.,.
jitii j icj Bv a ihv
ieii',V
en
one
The
has
of
week
past
make a progressive development
of
i,ot, to the satisfaction of the
Mr.
their business. Tito Canoval has made usual tctivity at Elephant Butte. The ongjne(,rs an(J ()f )hc Servi(;0
extensive statistical comparisons of l.as Crnces Lumber Co. which has ;. InneR is due much credit fnr the!
the financial progress of the Italian the contract for lathing and plaster- - sxlccess of hs Work, and no doubt he
hanks of issue from lSftt to 190S with ing the various camp buildings, ha has gained experience that will lie
the banks of England, France, Ger- put on a large force of men and this valuable botli to himself and to the
on very rapidly.
many,
public.
Spain and work is being carried
this period the Plastering on the Testing Laboratory
Belgium. During
The wagon road work under fore- Italian hanks have had the greatest will be completed this week, also the man Welsh is progressing rapidly, and
Three; Ihe road known as the "farmers road"
percentage increase of reserves and interior of the office building.
the greatest increase in ratio between cottages are about ready for occu the main outlet to Cnchillo from the
metarlic reserves and notes issued. The pancy and four others are being push main bridge, will be completed in a
Concrete few
ratio of the metallic reserve to the to- ed rapidly to completion.
days.
tal of the active circulation, sight lia- foundations have been completed for
carloads of Douglas l.itholile
Two
bilities, and deposits in account cur twelve cottages. A large gang of men Plaster and one car of
were
rent in 1S9 1 was 3C per cent, while was started Monday excavating for hauled over the new roadsupplies
Tuesday.
in 190S the ratio was G7 per cent. The the hospital which will he a large and
Italian banks have risen from seventh commodious brick structure of adobe
walls and concrete foundation.
The
place in the list to third place.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
The law relating to the banks of building will contain twelve to fifteen
issue and to the circulation of bank rooms, including a large ward and all (From the New Mexican of this datt
1891.)
notes was codified in 1910. The pro- fixtures necessary for a modern andStoresanitary hospital.
visions governing the Bank of Italy
Hon. B. M. Thomas is still on the
are illustrative of the restrictions un house No. 4, the main storage buildis
and
ing,
completed,
practicaly
sick
list.
der which the three banks of issue
on the "Mechanics Quarters" i s
The chief officers of the work
operate.
Mother
Mary Paul, for a quarter of
A new teinpora-- !
being hurried along.
Bank of Italy are a director-genera- l
a century a member of the Sisters of
tent mess to accommodate about 50
and a vice director-generawhose el- ry
Charity, and for four years its mother
town-site- ,
ection must be confirmed by the gov men, has been built at the lower
superior, died at Cincinnati this week.
in
be
will
and
sometimes
opened
ernment.
Branch banking is not only
the near future to accommodate those Her funeral took place from St. Josallowed but required.
The central
Mother Mary
in the proximity of the dam eph's Mother House.
office is in Rome, but there are 102 working
are now underway for Paul was much beloved here, not only
site.
Plans
main offices, subbranches, small offi
a large permanent mess at this point, by the sisters of the order, but by the
ces, etc., located in each of the C9
the building to be of adobe and con- - public. She visited Santa Fe in JanProvinces.
Each bank has a "normal
crete. A large mercantile store is al-- i uary.
maximum limit" of note issues, that
so being planned.
of the Bank of Italy being 000,000,000
Material for the new telephone A Reliable Medicine NOT A NAR
lire.
The cash reserve must not be
COTIC.
less than 40 per cent of the amount system has been received and as soon
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says
of the outstanding notes, unless (a) as poles can be had the system will be 'Our
little boy contracted a sever
the excess issue is fully covered by an installed .
bronchial trouble and as the doctor',
Two
new
locomotives
twenty-siand
additional
cash reserve; or (b) a
medicine did not cure him, I gave hin
yard cars have been received, also
tax on the excess is paid, which tax
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
a
hanto
of
number
derricks
Tifileg
in
increases
percentage with the am
which I have great faith. It cured
dle
on
the
material
excavated
the
big the
ount of the excess until it equals the
cough as well as the choking and
now
flume
steel
being dug.
full rate of discount when the excess
gagging
spells, and he got well in a
is between 100,000,000 and 150,000,000 rails will probably be used to carry short, time. Foley's Honey and Tar
named
the
above
stock.
rolling
lire. When the excess is over 150,000,
Compound has many times saved us
The diamond drill outfit under Mr. much trouble and we are never with-W- .
000 lire an extraordinary tax of 7
E. Jones have about completed our it in the house."
Sold by all
per cent is levied on the amount over
this figure. The cash cover or reserve their test drillings at the dam site, 'iuggi6ts.
must consist of metal, foreign bills of
exchange, foreign treasury bills or
STATEMENT
certificates of sums deposited on cur
Of the Financial Condition of the
rent account in foreign banks. The
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF MARYLAND,
banks may redeem their note3 by the
At the Close of Business, March 31, 1911.
national paper money (which is at
RESOURCES.
forced currency) or in coin.
In the
letter case they have the right to ex Real Estate, (Fidelity Building and 214 .North Charles Street) $1,447,952.79
177,250.00
tract the current premium or coin U. S. Government Bonds
212,687.00
from the holder of the notes.
The British Consols
1,06(5,100.00
notes of these banks are now a legal State and Municipal Bonds
20S,950.0n
tender throughout the Kingdom. Street Railway Bonds
S33.375.00
There are additional provisions gov- Railroad Car Trust and other Bonds
Bank and other Stocks
1,564,332.00
erning the kind of paper the banks are Loaned to National Banks, (Secured by
Collateral) V. S. Gov
allowed to discount, the accumulation
ernment Bonds
105,900.00
of surplus, the payment of taxes, and
in course of collection (Agents)
Premiums
757,463.30
the making of regular statements of
Premiums in course of collection (Home Office)
14,828.05
The state requires "as
condition.
Cash in Office and in Banks
693,802.52
its share of the profits of the banks Advance on
contracts, secured
298,589.96
of issue
of the yearly net
earnings, if these are in excess of 5
Total
$7,3S1,230.62
per cent and below 6 per cent; and if
LIABILITIES.
the net earnings exceed 6 per cent, Capital Stock
$2,000,000.00
f
of such excess in addition." Premium Reserve
1,748.120.12
Requirement
In conclusion we may concur with Reserve for Claims Adjusted, (Checks out)
2.21 9.S1
Tito Canoval who says in his preface: Reserve for Claims Admitted and Unadmitted
676,231.35
The stormy vicissitudes which
the Reserve for Taxes on Premiums (payable in 1911)
50,fi00.oo
7.500.00
Italian banks of issue have passed Reserve for Expenses in Transit
in
course of collection . 192.209.79
through in the last half century make Commissions due Agents on Premiums
9.590.1:)
their history particularly interesting Premiums due other Companies for Reinsurance
2,695,359.36
because they show the inevitably ruin- Surplus
ous effect of bad banking systems

:;.
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Range M. SMS. Mc'ee and
have !;:t:ing proper::- - a
the he.nl of lion: it. if- canyon, in :h
H:.ni-c- .
al..out t weiity rrii'c s we;
;ave shiiuwd the ma
l.ii- t:: ir new s:m Iter from V.
ill begin the construe' ;'o:i
ami
tl
same on their property im-on t he ro.'.d
Mr. McG.-Lte'y.
El Paso v. i'U :i foi: r mule team.
er new acquisition. This means.
lie mil ing interests
deal
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he n w plant will
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Before taking Lytlia n.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
'he
X.itick, Mas.
rTinr f express
what

I

Recorder..

tl

went f hrou:'!i iiiiri:;ur t t- i- chantre
of hie l,ei.,re tried
;I.V'i:a K. Pinkliam's
'
1

1. Cciiclhaa
lias tireen
Organ
men werhir.L; on W. 11.
:, feet
gan mine, rmmrg a main
Unh and exposing a
wle by s
vein of
grade lead
ver and some gold
:e
They have
seven claims v. hh h are making
a
good showing, and ii,e intend ?o start
month.
shipping by the end :!
Las Crnces Citizen.
or the
Farmington The casir
Little Standard Oil ami Lam! c
pany's well has arrived at
ton. They have tlu; well down nearly lite) feet and the indications foist liking oil were so favorable that the
driller refused to go on without prop---casing. The casing will be taken
o the well and put in at once and the
drill will soon he going again.
s
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r
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i'Voii.s condition
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"Iii HOI i.
M v limbs
still.
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creepy
sensation.
"mil
cotihl not sleen
nights. Iwaslinallv
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one day of the wonderful cures madra
by I.ydhi K. .''iukhain's Vegetable!
Compound and decided to try it,
ami it ha.-- made me a '.veil wo'man.
My neighbors and friends declare it
had worked a miracle for mo. I.ydi:i
K. l'inkhani's Vegetable Compound is
w.,rth its weight in gold for women
during this period of life. If it will
others you may publish my
lef'-r.-

' g-

hi-!-

Mrs.' Nathan Ii. Cui.ato.n,
"! N- Main Mrect, Natick, Mass.
Important Paint Constituent,
Tin'hatiL-- of Life is the most criti-:- !
liarytes, or heavy spar is an imperiod of a Woman's existence.
portant, constituent of mixed paints.
is known as a reinforcing of inert Women everywhere should ."member
that tin re is no other
known
pigment and in this respect may be to medicine that will remedy
so successfully
In
classed with gypsum and silica.
carry uoin.tt through this
the past the oveloading of mixed period rs l.ydia L. I'iiikhain's trying
Vegetable
been
inert
with
has
''ompoi't!!'.
pigments
paints
the main cause of a strong prejudice
If vol". li'M.t! '.ike special advice
that has grown in the minds of con- ."built y in- - c;.se rite a confidensumers against ready mixed paints. tial better to Mrs. ;inhliam, at
iass. Ilcr alivu is iiee,
After very thorough laboratory tests
and uivvay: liclpltil.
the scientific section of the Paint
Association and the MasColton Mary
ter Painters' Association of PhiladelConnel Mrs. M. L.
phia have concluded that although
("orrazza Elvira
have
other
and
inert
pigments
barytes
Clair ('has.
no especial value as pigments when
Duran Mariano
used alone, if intelligently used within
liroteh V. W.
certain limits the form an
c

Inn.

important

ingredient in a satisfactory mixed
paint and that their use in paints in
(plant ities up to 15 per cent is thorbetter
oughly justified,
producing
paint s for general exterior painting.
adMr. Ernest F. Burchard, in an
vance chapter from Mineral Resourc es
of the United States for
Production of Barytes and Strontium '
states that these investigations
have demonstrated the legitimate
place of barytes products among the
pigments, helping to restore confidence in them, and that it is expected that the depression in the trade
caused partly through misuse of the
material by paint makers and partly
through misapprehension, on the part
of the consumer will soon be overThe report states that, the
come.
quantity of crude barytes mined in the
I'nited States in 1909 was 5S.:'.T7
short tons, valued at $1!)S,.50. an increase in quantity of 19.S5U tons and
of $7S,11!) in value over the figures for
Ifius, or 51.5 per cent in quantity and
The production in 1909
Ci.S in value.
however, was considerably less than
that in 19i7, which was S9,ti21 tons.
The imports of crude barytes in 1909
were valued at $29,02S; of manufactIn the same
ured barytes at $25,079.
pamphlet Mr. Burchard reports that
no strontium ore was produced in the
I'nited States in 19i9 and that only
$270 worth of strontium salts was
1!o!)--"Th- e

IVrre! Hat.-(il'iegO .lose
Irwin Vane

l.inney

C. W.

.Marines Toriha
.Martinez Toribia Gutierres de
Martinez Tomacita
Morril Miss li.
Miller Ella
Ortiz Pablo
Orf G. A.
Ortega Cruz
Ortega Farncisca
Obeneiham Smith J.
Nobbe Mrs. C. X.
Uodrigeus Elena
Salinas Felix
Speer Garce
Soused Kee

Seagraves C. I..
Tapia Marrina
Talachy O. A.

Ikjil

(3)

Maria

Williams Miss M.
Williams Jim
Williams Frank
Westbrook J. II.
In calling for these letters pleas
stat whether "advertised'' or not.
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.

WEAK, COLD SPELLS.
Wilmington, N. C Mrs. Cora L.
Rilter, of this place, says: "I used
to have headaches, and blind dAy
spells, and weak cold spells went
I had different doctors,
over me.
imported.
but they were unable to tell me what
was wrong, so I began to take Car-du- l.
LETTER LIST.
I am now all right, in good
List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe. X. health, and better than I have been
Cardui is a remedy for
M., for week ending April 8, 1911. for 10 years."
If not called for within two weeks women, which has been helping sick
You
they will be sent to the dead letter women for nearly a lifetime.
Other
can absolutely rely upon It.
office at Washington.
people have done the testing and you
Barela Michel
should profit by their experience.
Beleya Refugito
Cardui has benefited a million woBlackman Julia (2)
men.
Cella Pavlo
Why not you? Begin taking
Cardui today.
Com Saboc

2

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
Licansed Embalmers
DASHT

4

PICTURE

130

FR AntilnG

IOC
140

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

PALAOH,
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

--

tV' -

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution.",
Array officers detailed by War Department
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men tor college or business life.
Great amount of opes air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
the Union. Located in the beautiful

t
1

MHt4W4&
t--ri

-

l'

W.JP'

r

j ifW

recos vaney, we garaen

spox 01

we

an elevation of 3700 feet above
SCaleveL intKhin.
dav. hut little
raia orsuow durinr session.
West-a- t

mn

ruurieen uincers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Ten

1

'nf

furnished
buildings, thoroughly
icaieu, uguiea ana modem in all res
pects.
REGENTS--A. CAH00N President.

J!Bm

r. wuiic, ireasuren
j.
W.

M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated cata
logue aaaress. ULJA5.W. WILSON,

Superintendent

7 PIANOS

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Lea'rnard-Lindeman-

and Arizona.

Co.

n

A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-demaCo. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making the
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Schiller.

Jesse-Frenc-

n

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

::

FE OFFICE

N

Albuquerque,
WITH

SANTA

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

1900

FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

one-thir- d

one-hal-

Total
$7,381, 230.62
and of disregarding the strictest
(SEAL)
standards by which
institutions
State of Maryland, City of Baltimore. Set:
authorized to issue paper
money
I, Thos. L. Berry. Assistant Treasurer of the FIDELITY A XI) DEPOSshould be rigorously governed."
IT COMPAXY OF MARYLAXD, do hereby certify, that the aforegoing is
a true statement of the assets and liabilities of said Company as of March
One Conductor Helped Back to Work. 31st, 1911, taken from the books and records of said Company, and that said
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, Company has not since said 31st day of March, 1911, sustained any loss
he writes. "I was confined to my bed affecting its financial condition.
THOS. L. BERRY,
wilh chronic rheumatism and "used
Assistant Treasurer.
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme- State of Maryland, City of Baltimore, Set:
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public of the State of
dy with good effect. The third bottle
put me on my feet and I resumed Maryland, in the City of Baltimore, this 6th day of April, A. D 1911.
work as conductor on the Lexington, (SEAL)
FRED S. AXTELL.
It will do all
Ky., Street Railway.
Notary Public.
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
My commission expires May, 1912.
clears the blood of uric acid.
CO Genl. Agts.,
For THE MOULTON-ESPJ "V
sale by all druggists.
, r.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"zotitok J
E

a

Successor to B. P. Williams

j;

Usa 1

HEs

j

A

3;

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly $
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST $
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night j!
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
I

endeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
:
:
:
:
:
your patronage.

k

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Phone

139 Red

Santa Fe, N. M.

$
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in! sleep as far as a Chautauqua
is
concerned.
the Albuquerque Journal to
THEODORE N. ESPE
HARRY D. MOILTON.
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
day:
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
"The tentative program of the
and Superintendent,
Editor and President.
Chautauqua assembly to be held this
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureyear at Mountainair, shows that the
lull event will be far ahead of its
Entered as Second Clas Matt ev at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
predecessors and that the Mountain- Tlie name "Chalmers" on a Motor Car means the same as the word
- pu i naui aiiq uH is now n permanently
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
six months, by mail
.Mexico
Xew
established
institution.
.25
Daily, per week, by carrier
"Sterling" on Silver.
1.00 It is a paying proposition or it would
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
not
be
in
scope
surviving and growing
2.00
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
and interest. As an educational fac- 50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Daily, per year, by mail
HARRY D. MOULTON,
tor the Chautauqua has become one
of the greatest and most popular inOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Agent Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
stitutions in America and is growing
in
usefulness
and
popularity.
It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
'.Yew Mexico is in a fair way to
and
circulation
a
and
has
in
the Territory,
growing
large
every postoffice
have as good a Chautauqua assembly
las there is in the west. The location
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Closer supervision is being made of JOHN V. CONWAY IS
is ideal and there are few sites in
ASKED TO BE SOLOMON.
lock box business at, the local
the
west
the
offering a more attractive
that
discovered
It.
was
combination of pure air, mountain postoffice.
Has Intricate Question of School Dirscenery and perfect sunshine than a number of boxes had been held in
ector Election to Decide and
It is now necessary
fictitious
names.
found
at
,e
Manof
the
crest
the
lniiy
Takes Matter Under
lock
when
to
zanos
on
of
the
references
Helen
without
cut
renting
that country,
accepting
off of the Santa
give
THE LITTLE WORD "NEXT."
Advisement.
The management has already boxes and an effort is being made to
Convention the indignity of a truce with the in- Fe.
Constitutional
The
Matias Montoyo, Ciriaco Rael, Jose
boxes
of
With
shown
in
these
seasons
rental
the
the
that
dividuals
the
time
party.
previous
discourage
composing
considerable
arguiiiR
spent
it has an intelligent conception except for business mail.
Another Granito, Rafael Granito and other
meaning of the word "next..'' as it is the idea of "satisfying the aspirations"
a
what
of the people, his annual message to of
Chautauqua
ought discovery was made in the lock box j well known residents of Cerrillos
used in the Knabling Act:
to
be, a fact more than
That was that the ware here yesterday to see County
department.
"Section 5. That said constitutional Congress conveys the impression that
demonstrated by the list boxes were being used for the same School Superintendent John V. Conpletely
desired
are
which
by
reforms
convention shall, by ordinance, proof features on this year's
program, purpose as the old hollow tree by the way about an entanglement over the
vide that in case of the ratification the disaffected interests will be put
Tne Chautauqua has been receiving rose bush in the corner or tne iair election of school director at Cerrilof said constitution by the people, and into effect, and that the government
iieed to "reasonable
ecrous popular support for the past one's yard. The two keys of the boxes los. It appears Jose Granito ran
com-in case the President of the United will give
int enme nf ti, iinthnri-- nvo '('ars alul thpre is no doubt that were held by two different people J against Ciriaco Rael and is said to
State and Congress approve the same
"""" larer crowns tnis and messages were placed in the have been beaten him by 27 votes.
or in case the President approves the ties, (Specially uiose in closest touch:'1season, u,inv
a
start has been boxes by one and taken out by the Now comes forward Mr. Rael and
spienuicl
the
the
in
with
to
Indeed,
aged
act
its
people.
same and Congress fails
made making Mountainair one of the
cabof affixing several of his friends with the comrecent
'next' regular session, all as herein- president admits that the
best known and most frequented re- other without the necessity
plaint that 35 votes cast for Mr. Granbefore provided, an election shall be inet change was the result of his pur sorts of this kind in the west and a postage stamp or troubling the
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UNSURVEYED
tition to Surveyor General
March Asking Government to Get Busy
YD

HUNGRURE

WAITING

ignificent Tract South of San
Juan Which Should Be
Developed.
'armington, N. M., April 8 Nearly
;i ee hundred citizens of Farmlngton,
Interested in the development of San
Juan county, the vast empire of untold riches, in northwestern New Mexico, are petitioning the United States
Surveyor General for New Mexico to
proceed at once to have a survey
made of over 312,000 acres of government land lying just across the San
Juan river south of Farmington. This
Is being requested because there are
quite a large number of people who
want to locate on the land and have
no way of knowing
where certain
tracts lie, until a government survey
has been hade.
The land is particularly described
as follows: Townships 24, 25, 2G, 27,
and 28, North, Range 13 West; Townships 25, 2C, 27, and 28 North, Range
12 West; Townships 27 and 28 North,
Range 11 West; Townships 27 and 28
This is a
North, Range 10 West.
fine body of land and 'will make homes
for a good many thousand people.
It nearly all lies well for irrigation
and a large canal has been surveyed
over much of it and a water appropriation secured from the San Juan
river, which has enough water running to waste to irrigate several
tracts this size.
It is generally known that there is
a great deal of government land in
San Juan county, and the Farmington
Eoard of Trade is literally swamped
with inquiries concerning it. Were
the land ready for settlers quite a few
would have located on it this spring,
and if it were in shape so that the
Board of Trade could push it, the population of this section could be very
materially increased very shortly.
Conditions are such that thi3 organization decided that they could wait
no longer for the surveyor general's
office to get around to surveying this
body, and to show the sentiment of
the people in the matter, they have
been circulating the petition for the
past few days.
There are a few settlers on the land.
In fact, less than half a dozen. They
have had surveyors locate corners at
a considerable expense, and they are
anxious that a government survey
be made as soon as possible.
There
are several fine level mesas of the
very richest soil, it is possible that
dry farming could be carried on in
some of the wide valeys, and if thi3
Is not practical, the flood waters of
several arroyas could be stored in
some of the natural reservoir sites
in the event the large canal which Is
being promoted, is not built.
At present the men who are on the
land are in the cattle and sheep business and have developed water from
wells in sufficient quantities for that
use, but they have not done any
In some places the wild
farming.
hay is cut and sells at high prices
to people who have to have it while
The
traveling across the country.
grass grows so well that it affords
both summer and winter pasture for
all the stock. It is the belief of many
that artesian water could be developed, and it is a known fact that much
of the land is underlaid with coal
in large veins and at varying depths,
that would make development in that
line inexpensive.
At one place a
four foot vein of coal has been opened in the side of a. mesa and the settlers have splendid coal for domestic
purposes.
Cf course, in such a large tract the
land is not all suitable for agricultural purposes.
There are many picturesque places that are novel and inThe volcanic formation
teresting.
in what is known a3 the "Bad Lands"
in the south edge of the land is worth
the time it takes to see It. There are
all sorts of rock formations, including
There are ruins of
petrified trees.
ancient Aztec towns and villages, and
what appears to have at one time
been irrigation ditches constructed by
this prehistoric race of people. They
were at one time populous in this vast
tract of land and is no reason why
the people of today should not be making use of this same land and making
it as prosperous and as thickly settled
as it was centuries ago by these primitive people.
It is hoped that the surveyor general's office will at once proceed to
have the survey made and thus aid
the Farmington Board of Trade in its
efforts to get more people to locate
in this the most fertile and productive
section of the great Southwest.
LEON P. KENNEDY.
GEOLOGICAL ATLAS
HAS NEW FOLIO.
It Covers the Sewickley
In

Quadrangle

Western Pennsylvania Just
Northwest of Pittsburg.

great coal beds of the eastern United
States were laid down. The luxuriant
vegetation which produced this coal,'
and which alternately throve and died
through almost countless
centuries,
secreted trom the carbonic acid gas
of the atmosphere the enormous quantities of carbon now stored in the
coal.
The principal mineral resources Of
the Sewickley quadrangle are etro-leunatural gas and coal. Others of
minor note are brick clay, limestone,
building stone, and sand. The oil and
gas production of the area is of the
most importance. Of the 227 square
miles within the quadrangle about 25
have been found to be underlain by
pools of oil, associated with more or
less natural gas, and about 12 additional square miles have produced gas
without oil. This productive territory
is divided into more than 90 separate
oil pools, varying in size from a
to several square miles.
Description of Mineral Resources.
The Sewickley folio gives a detailed
description of the oil pools of the
quadrangle and also describes briefly
the geology of the area and the coal,
It
clay, rock, and other resources.
contains an excellent topographic map
of the quadrangle, recently surveyed,
contour intervals, and
with
printed on a scale of approximately
1 mile to an inch.
The map shows
every physical feature of the country,
as well as the towns,
farmhouses,
roads and other works of man. The
folio also carries a sheet showing the
areal or surface geology,
another
sheet showing the rock structure and
economic geology, and another showing the underground strata with the
oil and gas levels and the location of
the oil and gas wells.
Still another
sheet contains graphic columnar sections of the outcropping rocks and
sections of the deep wells.
Published in Library and Pocket
Editions.
The Sewickley folio should be of
value to any person interested in the
area
economic development of the
considered, which includes parts of
Allegheny, Heaver and Butler counties. It is published by the Geological
Survey in two forms, a library edition
about 18 by 22 inches and a pocket
The
edition, about 6 by 9 inches.
library edition is sold at the nominal
price of 25 cents, the pocket edition
for 50 cents. Either can be obtained
from the Director, United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
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SUCCESSFUL MANUAL
TRAINING AT ALBUQUERQUE.
School Gives
Industrial
Spanish Speaking Boys and Girls
Splendid Advantages.
The annual meeting of the Congregational conference of New Mexico
was held Sunday and Monday in Gallup, a large number of representatives
of the denomination
being present
from all parts of New Mexico. Various matters of importance to the
work of the church in New Mexico
came up for discussion and reports of
officers showed gratifying progress in
all departments of church work especially the educational work of the
Congregational Education Society of
Boston, Massachusetts, of which Rev.
Mr. Heakl is field superintendent for
New Mexico. In this connection one
of the reports of particular interest to
Congregationalists is that of the Rio
Grande Industrial School at Albuquerque, which under the direction of Superintendent Heyman has made splendid progress in the past year. A little
report of the work of the school just
issued ia illustrated with
splendid
views of the buildings and of the land
r.ow being farmed around the school.
The institution was started in the
year 190S. It Is located four miles
south of Albuquerque between the
railroad ard the river, on a site of 160
acres of fine farming land, twenty-fivurics of which is under ditch irrigation rnd 20 acres under irrigation by
pumping, with another pump soon to
be in operation which will lift water
on more fertile acres.
There are two main buildings, one
for boys and one for girls, a well
r quipi'od culinary department, principal's house, well equipped shops and,
other minor buildings. Carpentering
and iron work, particularly the repairing of agricultural implements,
are given special attention. Every
precaution is taken to look after the
health- of the students, the general
course of study is well selected and
as an industrial school in all that the
name implies the school promises to
be one of the best in the southwest.
Wholesome discipline is maintained
and students with limited funds are
given opportunity to work their way
through the school.
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ALBUQUERQUE SCOUTS IN
CAMP ON RIO GRANDE.
Seventy Strong They March Out of
City and Will Have Vacation of

Three

Days.

The Albuquerque Eoy Scouts in
mand of Adjutant M. J. McGuinness
and Raymond Stamm are now comfortably ensconced in their camp, at
Camp Huhbell south of Albuquerqua,
ready to enjoy to the full the three
days outing which will not only give
the boys plenty of fresh air and sunshine and exercises but will give them
a good Idea of discipline and some
valuable Instruction in the manly art
of taking care of one's self in the
field.
The boys, nearly seventy
strong,
gathered bright and early Monday
morning at the Putney warehouse,
each boy bringing along his
camping
outfit specified In the
general orders
of Scoutmaster John Borradaile. At
about 7:30, the column was
ready to
com-

A recent addition to the Geologic
Atlas of the United States, which Is
being issued by the United States
Geological Survey, is the Sewickley
folio, comprising maps and a description of a quadrangle In western Penn- start and attracted considerable atsylvania just northwest of Pittsburg. tention as the boys headed down the
The folio was prepared by M. J. Munn river and crossed the bridge, neat and
of the Federal Survey
and is pub- natty in the khaki uniforms and walklished by . In cooperation with the ing with the erect bearing and free
State Geological Survey of Pennsyl- step which has already been one of
The area mapped and de the noticeable results of their organivania.
scribed Is remarkable principally for zation and drill.
The
Reports from Camp Hubbell at noon
Its large number of oil wella.
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Cucaruti."
Frrd C. Wltten, "5 Elm St., Newark. N.J.

By Temple Bailey
(Ooprrtgbt, ISM, by Associated
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CANDY CATHARTIC

Isf'sOe

DRUCCISTS

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, TaFt (if.M pn liond
Sever .sicken. Weaken or (irlpe. 'iiie
taU-GuarnntetHi to curt- or jour uiujiiy
Et&mped Ct'C.
back. Never sold in bulk.

Sterling Remedy Co., Wheeling, W.Va.
ANNUAL SALE, 12 MILLION BOXES
sr.owed that the boys had arrived in
g.'iod shape and were Imsy pitching
camp and preparing mess, to be at-eked with the appetite whieh youth
and exercise and fresh air supply.
F. A. Hubbell telephoned from Socorro yesterday that the hoys were
welcome to his big barn at the Hubbell ranch while in camp and also to
the use of two additional rooms in
the house if necessary; also to what
meat they desired there being a big
supply of this eatible on hand at the
ranch. In case of inclement weather,
which is highly improbable, ihe big
barn will form a welcome refuge to
the campers.
As per the general orders, organized fishing parties will give the boys
a chance to tempt the festive catfish
from the silvery Rio Grande but no
swimming goes. It's strieiiy against
the rules and while the temptation
will be some-thinawful it ia not be
lieved that any of the
will infringe the rules. Such unpleasant
duties moreover as washing the dishes
and making the beds, required by the
regulations, will be performed in a
cheerful frame of mind as long as it
is "orders" and in view of the many
pleasant features including the evening council around the campfire, when
discipline relaxes and there is nothing but wholesome fun.
The camp site is a splendid one, under the cottonwoods on the preserve
of the Rio Grande Gun Club which has
kindly allowed the Scouts the freedom of its property during the encampment.
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Press.)

Willis Lamphear had been a slow
boy at school, and his young manhood hail not seemed to bring a
sharpening of his wits. He bad thus
become In a sense a butt, for the jokes
of the community. Smart young men
laughed at him when they talked to
their sweethearts. They made fun of
his deliberate ways, his stammering
speech; and at church gatherings and
at country dances he was left to himself by the girls. Their eyes and
ears were for the mon- alert young
men who knew how to attract and
hold their attention.
So it happened that Willis when he
was thirty was not married.
Ho
knew little of the pursuit of women;
somewhat wistfully he wished for a
wife, hut none of the girls had seemed
to care for his attentions, and so he
had withdrawn more un more into
himself.
He lived with his father and mother
in a square house at the edge of the
He was not stingy, but ho
village.
was not extravagant, and so he built
up gradually a little fortune. An inheritance from an uncle added to his
nestegg, increasing it to a sum of
Borne Importance, so that one
day
Willis went to the city and consulted
a shrewd friend as to investments. It
seemed that there was a wonderful
in oil lands,
and Willis
opening
bought. A year later he was a rich
man, but so gradually had he acquired
his fortune that no one in his native
village or in the surrounding country
dreamed that "Slow-CoacWillis," as
they called him, could buy out any

The Dowels
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farmer or merchant

in

the

com-

munity.
The old folks died and Willis, now
a man of forty, looked around for a
Some few of the girls
housekeeper.
who had flouted him in the days of
their youth were now willing to over-- i
look his deficiencies for the sake of
a comfortable home. But he would
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.ir

TV"

i

SAFE MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is n safe and effective medicine for
children as it does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
low package. Sold by all druggis
PROHIBITION

IN

THE CONSTITUTION.
(Continued

From

Page One.)

sers of tuberculosis germs or the free
scattering of those germs after they

had once been bottled,
corked and
placed out of human reach? Are any
better reasons advanced for turning
lose the little devils of alcohol upon
humanity after the government once
bottled them, has them in custody
and its revenue stamp upon them?
Is the government justified in being
a partner in such a business? Is it
proper to permit such scattering
abroad of disease germs and death if
a
amendment to the United
States constitution would stamp out
CO
alcoholism
within
completely

i

I

days?

j

i

get drunk?
The regulation

says

that

fjyf
tep"fr

"Oh!" She Said.

ten-lin- e

Regulation Does Not Regulate.
Such an amendement would make
Prohibition effectual. Under present,
systems, some say, Prohibition does
not prohibit and that they therefore
favor restriction and regulation. But
dees regulation regulate?
The regulation says that no liquor
shall be sold to persons under 21
years. But do not persons under 21

nourishing

no liquor

shall be sold on Sunday. Have you
never seen any one drunk on Sunday?
Regulation says that liquor shall
not be sold to drunkards and forthwith, no drunkard ever gets hold of
a glass of beer or whiskey. It is
only sober men who drink.

have none of them.
He chose In
stead an ancient dame whose reputation for cooking was unimpeachable.
But he did not marry.
Yet in his slow way he was always
He loved the
looking for romance.
flowers in the spring, the song of the
birds in the still woods, the whistle
of the wind on blustery nights. And
he would have loved the romance of
the hearthstone as well.
He had no desire to be accepted
for his possessions.
He knew what
the village girls had thought of him,
and in his dull way he had resented
it.
As he grew older his mind dwejt
often on the home that he might have
fitted up for a wife. He took trips
now and then to the city and gradually began to acquire
belongings
such as no woman in that village had
seen.
Not trusting his own taste, he consulted his shrewd lawyer friend as
to the best shops, and there we went,
to be shown exquisite wares from all
parts of the world.
Gradually it began to be whispered
that Willis was a rich man.
"You should see the front bedroom," said the gossips. "It is all in
pink with white lace covers for the
beds and pink silk curtains at the
windows, and the furniture is old mahogany, and there are silver things
on the dresser."
It was said that there were wonderful pictures in the big, square parlor and strange rugs from eastern

Prohibition Can Be Made to Prohibit.
Tonight, Mr. Chaffin will speak
again. He was frequently interrupted
whose vociferousness
by applause,
seemed to indicate that he was scoring the points that he desired to
make. He did not take kindly to the
local option idea but declared that
Prohibition through the constitution
of the United States is the goal for
which the Prohibitionists are aiming
and which would make Prohibition effectual. But even now, in Prohibition
countries. ,
states and communities,
Prohibition
"And what can he do with it all, I
more
than
regu- should like to know," said a woman
effectually
prohibits
lation regulates.
who had scorned him when they
A Busy Career.
were girlB. "It is a sin and a shame
Hon. Eugene Wilder Chaffin, tem- for it to be wasted."
perance advocate, was born in Troy,
But it was not to be wasted. One
Wisconsin, Nov. 1, 1S52; educated winter day romanco came suddenly
public schools; L. L. B. University of into the life of Willis Lamphear.
He
Wisconsin; admitted to the bar, 1875: had been making purchases at a great
superintendent of Washington Home, shop in the city. It was In the busy
holiday season, and at one of the
Chicago,
Active as speaker and organizer in counters a girl fainted. She was a
temperance and prohibition move- little slip of a thing with a white
ments; grand chief templar of Wis- face and pale gold hair. It was Wilbeconsin Good Templars,
of lis who picked her up, crowding
Illinois Good Templars, 1904-5- ; Prohi- hind the counter and lifting her in
bition candidate for congress, Wis- his strong arms as if she had been
a feather. He carried her to the ele.
consin, 1882; Chicago. 1902; for attor- vator and
stayed with her until they
ney general, Wisconsin, 18S6; for gov reached the
eighth floor, where there
ernor of Wisconsin, 1S98, and for at- i was, a
hospital for employes.
torney general, Illinois, 1904; for . He waited for news of her and
president of the United States, 1908. heard a group of excited girls say,
Author: Voters Handbook, 187G; "Poor little
thing, her mother died
Lives of the Presidents, 1896; Lin- last week and she Is all alone."
coln, the Man of Sorrow, 1908; WashWillis
slowly,
working
mind,
ington as a Statesman, 1909.
evolved a plan. "I'd like to send her
home in a cab," he said to one of the
Stop in at The Capital Pharmacy girls. "It seems to me that I am
who
and geta free sample of ZEMO and partly to blame. Everybody
ZEMO SOAP.
shops In such a crowded season is to
The surest and most economical blame. I might have waited until the
treatment for eczema, pimples, dand- rush was over."
The girl looked at him curiously.
ruff and all diseases of the skin and
"You get the cab," she said, "and I'll
scalp. Do not neglect this. They will
give you prompt relief and put you on bring her down when she Is better."
At the door of the cab Willis asked
the road to a cure. Good for infants
for
her number, and he blushed and
as well as grown persons.
stammered.
1901-190-

1886-189-

j

;

food.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small t'oldlng Claim Xo. 111.
(Serial iil.j.S Not Coal, I'ecoo Fores! '.
Department of the Interior,
I'isi'ed Sta: s Land Cilice.
(
Itepuh'k atioii)
Santa Te, N. M.. March V,, 1. 11.
N'oti. c is hereby given that the fob
low
d claimant has filed no
'ice of his ii:' iition to make final
proof in support of his claim under
s
is it; and 17 of the aet of March
Stats., ,v"ti, as amended
lv.'l,
by the act of February 21, lvc;
Stats.. iTm), and that said proof will
be made before RfgisN-and Receiver at V. S. land oflb i; Saira Fe, X.
M.. on May .". ;1
,
viz: Xieario
o: Rov.e, X. M., lor the claim
HIS, Wing the W
SW
Sec. s,
SK
and the XB
SK
Sec. 211, T. l X R. in K., X. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his aetuni continuous adverse
possession of said traot for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Vicente Quintana, Aionio Roybal
both of Pecos, X. M., Cleofes Garcia.
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, x. m.
Any person who desires it) protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason tinder the laws and regulations o:
the Interior Department why su h
proof should not he allowed will le
given an opportunity at the above,
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL, R. OTKRO.
Register.
'ine-naii-

;

i

(;

1

1

X1--

.

"Slow-Coac-

h

WANTS
FOR SAI.K-Flgoods,

It

n.
WWTKD-Ag.-- nt
our line of
Teas, f'ofl'-isetc. in Sah'a Fe on
commission.
I!ond icq i:P d, wagon
furnished.
Write Grand Cniori Tea
Co., lienv.T. Colo.
,

TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarExanteed. Santa Fe Typewriu-I'l.one 2.11.
change.
Cleaned,

FRATERNAL

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

Expecting Too Much.
"I thought you said that the furnace
you sold me would heat every room
in my house," hollered the man with
the blue fingers, as he threw himself
into the tinner's shop.
"I did, and it will," retorted the
proprietor, who withdrew behind his
counter for safety and grapsed a hammer for defense, "but the trouble with
you is you have been trying to make
the furnace heat all the rooms at
once."

Contest Against Non
Resident Kntryman,
sheet
Notice of Intention to make final
IS,
sheet.
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet
320 Homestead
1 2
Entry,
Affidavit of

sheet

Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of

7.30.
H. H. DORMAN.

Master.
C'H.VS. K. I.INNEY,

plicant, full sheet
sheet
Relinquishment,
Township Plats,
sheet
Township Plats, full sheet

Secretary.

Santa
1.

Fe Chapter No.

R.

M.

A.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at.
Masonic Hall at.
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHl'R SELIGMAN, .Secretary.

Santa Fe Cominandery
1, K.

No.

T.

Regular

conclave fourth

Mon-

day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:3l
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, n.eorder.

Santa Fe Lodge
I'ertection No. 1,

flji.---

of

Ancient and Ac
Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
Rite Masons are corVisiting
dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
de.L-re-

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

400, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,

J. D. SENA,

Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers arc always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President.
C. J. NEIS,

Secretary.

ISO

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Tanner.
NOTICE

Ap-

A. M.

communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

2

sheet

Lodge

k

Regular

2

2

SOCIETIES

...

2

1

or

firnished

Iltiu.--e

D. L. I.o

;

2

iioiii'j-i.o-

Ag.ia Kria.

cross-examin-

h

and

,,r. i,

h--

FOR RKXT

Quin-tur.a-

She dlil not dream he was a rich
man. His clothes, his rough hands,
his hesitating manner, gave no impression of affluence.
Yet she clung to him; loved him;
worshiped hirn. Ho was not
Willis" to her, but a wonderful
being of tenderness and strength.
When at last he asked her to marry
him, she would have gone with him
to penury.
She did not dream that
his house was, In a sense, a fairy
palace. Plain on the outside, It was
like a rose within.
Spurred by the rapture of his love
for her, Willis demanded from his
shrewd lawyer friend infonna 'on as
to the keeping up of an
establishment. A stout maid was
hired to assist his housekeeper.
He
bought a big limousine and an electric, and when he took the little white
maid home to his village they rode
in the big car wrapped in furs.
"But you mustn't be so extravaTIMETABLE ALL
gant," she told him, thinking it hired
for the occasion, "after this. Of
LOCAL TRAINS
course, just for our wedding journey
The following are the time tables
It is all right, but after that you of
the local railroads:
mustn't."
Leave
He smiled in his Blow way, and ho
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westlaughed a llttlo as he carried her
over the threshold of her own room. bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive t Santa Fe 12:10
It was the rose room.
"Oh!" she said, and drew a quick P. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westlittle breath. "Oh, is it fairyland?"
"No, It is your home," he told her. bound.
She fitted into it like a jewel into
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
its proper setting. She had a city p. m.
woman's knowledge of the proper
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
thing; and it came about that Willis 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 tastbound
Lamphear's home became the center
Returning arriv at San.a Fe 11: If
of hospitality in the town. And Wilp. m.
lis took on new dignity.
His wlfo
told him what to get and he bought
D. 4 R. G. Ry.
it. His clothes, made by a city tailor,
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
fitted him and gave him an air of a
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
man of the. world. He was no longer
Willis;" the townspeoNew Mexico Central Ry.
ple were proud of him and of his pretLeave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
ty wife.
34 east and 33 outh and west.
But there were some women to
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
was
success
whom Willis'
6our
"I wouldn't have had him from No. 33 eaBt; 34 south and weat
grapes.
with all his money," they would say
BLANKS
spitefully.
But Willis' wife knew that she
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl
had won a prize; she had seen beneath the surface into the heart of ean Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mez.
the man.
Butchers' Bon", 1
Sheriffs'
Wise Blind Man.
Report of Li
sh
"One of the most interesting persons censes.
with whom I have to talk," said a man
New Mexict.
e Court Reports,
man about town, "Is a blind man who Nob. 1 and 2,
. j star, $6.50 a vol.j.
has the pluck to go about his busi- ume; 3 to 12 inclusive, J3.30 each;
ness alone without any one to guide
Moneq Digest of New Mexico Rehim.
full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c.
" T saw a very neat thing this morn- ports,
Retail Liquor License. 50 in Book,
ing,' he told me the other day. He $3.00.
always says 'I saw.' 'I heard a clatter
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
of hoofs out on the street, and right beNos. 13 and 14, $2.70 each. Postage
hind them was coming a motorcycle.
25c each.
At first I thought that the team and
Notification ol Change in AssessI
Then
the machine were racing.
made up my mind that the man on the ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
motorcycle was trying to catch the runaway team. How did I know that it 100 in Book. 75c.
County Superintendent's Warrant
was a team? Why two horses make
more noise than one. Well, the man 50 in Book, 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Book. 25c
on the motorcycle forced the horses
Poll Books for City
8
in toward the curb and pretty soon
Election,
the whee'.s grated and the team came pages, 50c
to a stop.
That was a neat trick,
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
wasn't it? And they tell me that It
full sheev
takes two hands to run a motorcycle.'
Desert Land Entry, Declaration o!
"It occurred to me then that my Applicant,
fuli sheet
friend had never seen a motorcycle,
Deposition of Witness.
and had no Idea of what one looks like sheet.
That led me to
nor how it is ru::.
Final Proof,
sheet.
think of how many other things he
Contest
sheet.
Notice,
knew only by name and how they sugft
Duet.
Yearly Proof.
gest to him only a sound or a certain
Affidavit to be flle-- before contest,
feeling." New Tork Sun.
"Slow-Coac-

.

Rio Grande

e

rneiiBiT nay no nnnxea ner up. ne
found her on the top floor of a tenement, looking smaller and whiter
thuii ever, as she lay curled up on
the couch. One of the women in Uie
was looking after her, but
house
there were few evidences of comfort.
She greeted hirn In a startled way.
Her lifo had not made her coulMirig.
"If you will let me look after yui
a little." ho said to her, "I'd feel better. I hate to see a little white thing
like you having to struggle.
When
you fainted yesterday In the store It
came to me that the world was pretty
cruel to girls like you."
Her eyes filled with tears. "People do not think," she said, "very
much about us."
He did not shower things upon her.
Yet he saw to it that she had enough
--

quadrangle is part of the great Ap- palachian plateau, the rocks of which
are mostly of Carboniferious age, a

4?

PAGE SEVE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Ollice at Santa Fe,

N. M

March 17, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-itRibera of Pecos. N. M., who, on
March 11, 1001, made homestead enCommitment 4 sheet.
Poll Book for Town Election, X try amended Dec. 2, 1010, No
Sec. 27, SE
SW
She Only Promised.
for N
pages, 40c.
"I don't know whether to recognize
SE
and NB
section
NE
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
him here in town or not. He Is Just rectors, 4, 6 and S pages, English, 20c, 2S, township 17 X.. range 12 E.. N. M.
an acquaintance I made at Monte 30c and 40c.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenCarlo."
Road Supervisor's
50 In tion to make fina' five year proof, to
Receipt,
"But didn't you promise to marry Book, 25c
establish claim to the land above dehim?"
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
Attachment
Affidavit,
shet
"Yes; but that was aU."
IT. S. land office at. Santa Fe, N. M.,
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
appropriate Rates.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, on the 6th day of May 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"What will you give me, sir, for
sheet.
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,
this article for your paper on the
sheet
Execution,
Pablo
relation of Mars to the solar sysGonzales, Toribio Gonzales, Ensheet
Summons,
tem?"
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
"I guess we can give you space
MANUEL R. OTERO,
sheet
Sheep Contract
rates."
Register.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Bond.
sheet.
Appeal
Calling the Turn.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION..,
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal.
"Baseball," remarked the moralizer,
Stock
Blanks.
"is getting to be almost as bad as
Not Coal.)
(07042
Bill of Sale Animals flearlnx Venprize fighting and horse racing."
Department of the Interior,
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
"How much did you lose on
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
game?" queried the demoralizer.
March 10, 1911.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Elan Its,
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
40c
book.
per
Their Natural Place.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing Martinez y Lujan of Lamy, N. M., who,
"Did you see where a newly wedded
on November 14. 1903, made homesheet
couple were going to spend
their Vendor's Recorded Brand,
for SE
stead entry No.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
14
honeymoon in a balloon trip?"
Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11
"That's nothing.
Honeymooners sheet
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
are generally in the' clouds, anyway."
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet
of Intention to make, final five year
Authority to Gather, Drive and
proof to establish claim to the land
In London.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- above
described, before Register and
"Hasn't she a willowy figure? So corded Brand,
sheet
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
slender and sheathy!"
Authority to Gather, Drive and
N. M., on the 5th day of May,
"Yes, she's a suffragette and just Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner" Fe,
1911.
out of Hollowell jail. Tried to starve Recorded
sheet
Brand,
Claimant names as witnesses:
herself, you know."
2
Affidavit,
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N.
sheet
M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro MarEnigmatical.
Deed of Trust, full sheet
tinez, Antonio Jose Garcia, all of
"What shall I do about this article
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet Lamy, N. M.
for your scrap book from the Daily
Complied Laws of N. M, 1897. $9.50.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Moon? It is very abusive."
Postage 45c.
"Tien cut it out-Register
2

a

4

7843-0371-

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

4

4

SC26-0704-

2

2

Non-Miner-

1--

2
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Mexico met behind closed doors at the
management of Mr. Sapp was
way the passerby on Palace ave- - j TRAVELING
AUDITOR SAFFORD
Xo whisper held at the Elks Theater and
Albuquerque yesterday.
greatly nue in front of the court house is
HURRIES Tn TUCUMCARI.
of the star chamber proceedings
pleased Joe ISren's advance repre- sure to be tempted to enter the court
our for the Democrats have no sentative who will give the young ac- house and hear the
flow of oratory at
to know anyway what, its party tors and actresses
'J right
Rumors
Disquieting
many points of Closer range
Regarding
leaders
are scheming.
Treasurer's Office in That City
great, help to make a colossal artis11.
Santa Fe. X.-- M., Ai'-iMeet Tonight The Woodmen
ot tic success for the leavers benefit
Are Circulated.
-- Tlie
WANT ROAD STRAIGHT NORTH.
weather forecast for
America will meet in Klks' hall to-- j April 20 and 21.
"I
was greatly
.New Mexico
is fair tonight.
night. The state camp is to be held pleased with the enthusiasm every(Continued trom faee One.)
and coniimn'il
cool 'jtailicr N Un
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
Santa Fe May :j and more than 4." one manifested" said Mr.
with local frost..
Sapp, "and
Wednesday
received a telegram today ask'
of the order are ex
know the affair will be ai; that one ing the Fort Lewis Indian school res.
fair.
X representatives
Tucum-car- i.
The Royal Neighbors of could wish."
ing him to come at once to
pected.
ervation near Dtirango, Colorado.
America, the auxiliary order, will hold
believed that he is wanted
is
It
Now For a Horse Race There will
Calkins Transferred.
a basket social at Elks' Hall Tuesday, be
a horse race the latter part of the
to go over the books and accounts of
Sherwin & Williams Paints to be
Hugh Calkins, who for "some time
April IS.
' had
month that will be worth seeing. The
only a; GOKUKl.S.
past has been serving a3 deputy su- County Treasurer O. H. Chcnault. A
Last
Smudging
Night Smudging
Innovation Sweets at Zook's Pilar- was resorted to in a number of in- race will be between Lady Palatine, pervisor in the Pecos national
telephone message from Las Vegas
of the turf, owned by Sheriff has been
Diacy.
of the has it that he has not been
stances last night in the Tesuque and queen
appointed
supervisor
in
Closson and ridden by Jockey SanTyphoid Fever st Willard Mrs. X". Santa Fe valleys.
Pitgreaves national forest of Arizona
The temperature
since last evening and that,
and
ders,
C.
owned
Rosy
Dick,
P.. Williams died at Wiilard, Torrance
by
in the place of Alexander McKay, there is an
dropped to 111 degrees and no damage Padilla of Valencia
alleged shortage-o- f $12,000,
county and ridden who has taken a furlough and gone but his friends
ccuniy, from the offsets of typhoid fe- - was done. In the Espanola
valley by Jockey Jose Corlez. The
vigorously deny this.
side bet east. Air. Calkins is a
the temperature dropped to 2S de- i'i
v'f, at the age of i;o years.
graduate ot Chenault is under ample bond which
$300.
just
Conrado Montoya Found Guilty
the Universities of California and was only recently increased.
were
The
grees, and tender vegetables
The jury in the case against Conrado damaged but. the fruit,
Yale, and has heretofore given excel- territorial grand jury is in session at
crop was sav- SAM
LLOYD, PUZZLE
Montoya at Raton, charged with
lent account of himself In the forest present at Tucumcari and Judge E. R.
ed by extensive smudging.
of cattle, returned a sealed ver-- I
EXPERT, IS DEAD. service.
Wright is presiding,
Feast of Leo the Great Today is
judge Wright
diet of guilty.
has telegraphed particulars to Goverthe feast of St. Leo known as the
nor Mills who is at Las Vegas and
A Mistake of $90,000
A typograph-Leo is the name of thirteen Amassed Fortune of Over a Million REBELS INSULT
great.
Mr. Safford will leave by the
From Devising Pigs in Clover
ic.il error yesterday placed the cost popes, but leo the Great was the first
first
AMERICAN WOMEN. train for Tucumcari.
o! the building at the Presbyterian of them.
and Other Games.
Territorial
He succeeded Sixtus III
Treasurer M. A. Otero only today reSanitarium at Albuquerque at $100,-- and with his pontificate began the
(Continued From Page One.)
ceived a remittance of 540.26 'from
Xew York, April 11. Sam Lloyd, j
imki, when it should have been $10,00(1.
promulgation of i.apul letters and de- the famous
Chenault.
Chenault had $19,000 on
Chaffin Addresses School Children. crees.
puzzle expert, whose prob-Leo I merits praise for having
Iems for many years interested not property of the United States. Fisher deposit in approved depositories beHon. Eugene AV. Chaffin addressed induced Attila to
was arrested a few days ago on com- - tween April 3 and 6.
spare Rome during
the public children this forenoon at the invasion of
Judge E. R.
iiomg generation, uul oin-- i
He also preItaly.
of army officers, charging him AA'right
telegraphed this afternoon
ho High School building and receiv-- ! vailed on Geneseric and the vandals ers, died at his home iu Brooklyn to-- ; plaint
with
an
buying
army blanket from that Chenault had not yet been found
day of appoplexy aged TO. From his!
ed not only close attention but was to exempt the
Private P. J. Long of .the 2:!d infan- - .md that the
city from incendiarism unique
for-- !
he
had
a
amassed
apparent shortage is
calling
cheered (o the echo by the pupils.
and three old basilicas from plunder. tune
of more than a million dollars.!' try.
large. Chenault has been in office four
G. A. R. Encampment
The twenMurdered Officer Makes Bequest
years and was chosen by the Demoannual encampment of the The last will and testament o the
If you want anything on earth try crats. He was
BIG CASE IS ON;
considered erratic and
department of Xew Mexico, G. A. R., late J. A. McClure, the Santa Fe speNew
Mexican Want Ad.
careless but not dishonest.
DOZEN LAWYERS PRESENT. a
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GROCERY and BAKERY

BUTTERMerritts Best, per

.

lb. 30c

Saf-for- d

VEGETABLES

1

Kadish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips. Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc. ::
Poultry, fish and Oyters. received twice a Week.
ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE FRl'IT JU5T RECEIVED
DON'T

Phone No. 4.

FORGET

OUR BAKERY
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F. Andrews
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The Giving of Easter Gifts
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HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH
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We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
Silver--Plai- n
and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled w ith Suggestions.
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Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair
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The Santa Fe Hardware

Choose Your Easter Outfit In Our New

Fashion Department.

The

Ladies Will Need to. Get Busy for Their

A

Easter Gowns.

--

Fashion

Dep't.

Here our patrons will find positively

the very latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identi
cal fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wear
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ing. Here you will find hints & suggestions for your new Spring Suit. Regardless of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value
for the money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come
see this magnificent display of the NEWEST SPRING FASHIONS.

NATHAN SALMON.

i

,

Ladies Suits and Skirts.

.V. 'tv

1

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever
attempted.

Complete and Authoritative

